Why 6SigmaRoomLite?
Powerful Engineering Simulation, Easy-to-Use Interface

6SigmaRoomLite is a powerful engineering simulation tool that can
help you optimize your data center’s performance. It can be used
at any stage of the facility’s lifecycle - from validating potential
designs to troubleshooting issues that arise years down the line.
RoomLite can help you increase your DC’s availability, ensure you
aren’t losing capacity, improve energy efficiency... and much more.

Why 6SigmaRoomLite?
6SigmaRoomLite is the entry-level offering from Future
Facilities. It allows you to create an accurate model of
your data center - known as the Virtual Facility (VF) - and
calculate air temperatures, speeds and pressures using
engineering simulation. This can help you identify and fix
issues in the real-life facility.
Whether you’re designing a brand new data center or
troubleshooting an existing hall, 6SigmaRoomLite will help
you ensure that airflow delivery issues and temperature
hotspots are a thing of the past.

After solving your RoomLite model, you
can use a wide range of result plots
to assess your DC’s performance.
Streamline plots (right) are like virtual
smoke traces, showing detailed
airflow paths inside your facility.

Test Before You Implement
Every decision you make will impact your data center. Whether you’re
interested in risk, capacity or energy efficiency, 6SigmaRoomLite
allows you see the impact of your choices before you make them to
the live site. You can:
•

Compare different vendor equipment to choose what’s best for
your facility

•

Run failure scenarios to check your data center’s resilience

•

Run what-if scenarios

•

Improve energy efficiency

•

Understand and prevent temperature hotspots

The Virtual Facility (left) is a
testing ground for your data
center. Use it to predict the
effects of equipment changes,
identify where temperature
issues are occurring, test new
DC layouts, and much more.

Result planes in RoomLite (right)
display results as a ‘slice’ through a
particular point in your model. They
can show the distribution of a range
of variables, such as temperature,
pressure or velocity.

You can use 6SigmaRoomLite to
model an existing data center, or to
design a new one. Its schematic view
(left) displays a simple representation
of your facility’s layout, which allows
you to plan equipment placements
quickly and easily.

RoomLite’s cabinet plots (left) show
results that are specific to individual
cabinets, allowing you to identify
which racks are causing issues. You
can also see results for individual
floor grilles, ACUs and PDUs.

RoomLite’s result clouds (left) give
an overall impression of a variable’s
distribution in 3D. Use them to
identify areas where energy is being
wasted - you can then use RoomLite’s
other result plots to investigate in
detail.

Key Features
•

Specifically designed for the DC industry

•

Flexibility to model all types of DC design or layout

•

Most comprehensive - and most frequently updated - set of
vendor libraries (CRACs, racks, IT equipment etc.) in the industry

•

Drag and drop placement of library items

•

2D and 3D AutoCAD import and export

•

Excel import and export

•

Unrivalled image quality for sales and communication

•

Custom reporting with direct export to PowerPoint and HTML

•

Animation and image output – .gif, .wmv and other formats

•

Intelligent and powerful parallel solver – no previous CFD
experience required

•

Easily-accessible built in views to show key results

Additional Support
•

Our DC engineering experts provide 6SigmaRoomLite users with
project-based training and hotline support via email, web
conferencing and phone.

•

Scalable – this is the entry-level product in a suite of powerful
and targeted DC tools that form the 6SigmaDCX suite

•

Constantly validated by our group of experienced DC consultant
engineers

•

Models created in RoomLite are compatible with other tools in the
6SigmaDCX suite

•

RoomLite is constantly developing to model new DC technology

•

Multi-language software interface, user support and training,
including Chinese

Contact Future Facilities to Find Out More.
For a decade, Future Facilities has provided computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software and
consultancy services to the world’s largest data center owner-operators and to the industry’s leading
consultancies.
With global offices, our managed engineering services and modeling software are relied on to deliver
unique insight into the current and future performance of our clients’ mission critical data centers.
We call our approach ‘predictive simulation’.

We’ll show you exactly how
you can get the most out of
our 6SigmaDCX engineering
analysis suite.
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Take a free, no-obligation
trial. Includes full technical
and engineering support for
30 days.

Ask our highly experienced
DC engineers to assess
your data center(s).
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